
THE FREQUEN CY RANGE JU ST BELOW TH E AM-BROAD

cast band (from 10 kHz to 550 kHz) has been clearl y
omitted from most communication receivers. How come?
It appears that the extra coil sets , increased assembl y
costs , and additional RF circuitry has not ju stified the
inclusion of the low-frequency band. But that doesn 't have
to stop you from sneaking a peek at the band " down
under. " Among the signals you' ll find below 550 kHz are
maritime mobile , distress, radio beacon s, aircraft weather,
European longwave-AM broadcast, and point-to-point
communications. A brief summary of those signals is
found in Table I.

Up convert
Low frequenci es make conventional shortwave radio

desi gn impractical. In the usu al four-b and ge nera l
coverage receiver, four coil sets are used to cover the
frequencies from 550 kHz to 25 MHz, and sometimes up
to 30 MHz, the upper limits of shortwave reception . To
adequately cover the low-frequency (LF) spectrum an ad
ditional three , and more likely four coil sets are needed;
moreover, with the usual 400-pF variable capacitors used
in medium-frequency (MF) tank circuits, inductances of
around 600 mH are needed to reach the 100-kHz low
frequency limit used for radio communications .

Many radios produced for the European markets cover
the ISO-kHz to 400-kHz range; however, they're usually
des igned solely for AM reception where a high-sensitivity
figure is not requi red. That' s because European longwave
stations generally run 50-1 00 kW (or possibly more) to
their antenn as .

Here in America , it's more practical to up-convert the
low-frequency range to a medium-frequency range. Our
converter does just that. It converts the 10-kHz to 550-kHz
LF range to a 1.01-MHz to 1.55-MHz MF range , by
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simply adding 1MHz to all received signals. Connect our
converter to any communications receiver, or AM-broad
cast radio for that matter, and bingo--you have a longwave
receiver. Radio calibration is unnecessary because signals
are received at the AM-radio 's dial setting, plus I MHz. A
100-kHz signal is received at 1100 kHz , a 335-kHz signal
at 1335 kHz, etc., just drop the first digit to read the
longwave frequency.

One problem at low frequenc ies is man-made noise;
many of our everyday device s and appliances are notorious
in that regard . Motors, fluorescent lighting, light dim
mers , computes, TV-rece iver sweep radiation , and many
small household digital devices generate " hash" in the
spectrum below 550 kHz . Fortunately, most noise is car
ried chiefly on power lines, and doesn 't radiate very far.

One misconception is that tremendous antennas are
needed for longwave reception. It 's easy to understand
why someone might think that way. At shortwave frequen 
cies (3-30 MHz) , it's common to errect a halfwave dipole
at the operating frequency; the resulting antenna length is
usually quite reasonable for anyone s backyard . Try to do
the same for longwave (10-550 kHz) , and you'd end up
with a dipole I-mile long. The remedy is to use an active
antenna, where excellent longwave reception can be had
with a simple vertical only a few-meters long . In fact , our
converter (using an active antenna ) even picks up quite a
few signals with a clip lead only 30-centimeters long .

Circuit description
According to Fig. I-a, low-frequency signals that are

picked up by an 8-inch whip antenna (a standard CB/ham
lO-meter whip) are fed to the Ql's gate , a source follower.
FET-transistor Ql matches the whip's high-impedance
(which looks like a small 20-30-pF capacitor) to the low
pass filter formed by CI through C3, and Ll through L4 .
That filter rejects signals above 500 kHz , preventing break
through and cross modul ation from strong broadcast and en
shortwave signals. Coupling capacitor C4 is selected to ~

attenuates frequencies below 10 kHz. m
Resistor RI provides a DC ground for QI 's gate . Resistor ~

R2 is ' needed for a return path for Q l 's drain current ~

because capacitor CI blocks the DC-path to ground . Di- (0

odes 01-04 bleed-off any static charge on the antenna that ffi
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TABLE 1-LONGWAVE SIGNALS BELOW 550 kHz

Frequency Range Signals Found Remarks

510-535 kHz Misc. Radio Beacons

500 kHz Distress (CW)

415-490 kHz Maritime Mobile (CW)
Ship to Shore

Radio Beacons, Weather:
Weather info, AM,285-400 kHz Aeronautical and Marine
voice and Carrier

190-285 kHz Radio Beacons, Weather: Current (Power Line)
European Longwave Transmissions..
Broadcast

160-190 kHz Fixed Public, License-Free Some experimenters
Experimental, European Long run 1-watt transmitters
Wave Broadcast, Fixed in this band, no

license needed

H10-160 kHz Maritime Mobile, Lowest Freq. fends to be noisy,
Long-Wave Broadcast, Fixed also some RTIY
(point to point) transmissions

90-110 kHz Loran Navigation

30-90 kHz Fixed, Mobile, Standard Freq. RTIY transmissions,
and Time Signals some CW, noisy

14-30 kHz Submarine Communications. RTTY transmissions,
VLF Worldwide High-Power, some CW heard at
Military and Commercial times. noisy

10-14 kHz Omega Signals, Freq. Lowest part of radio
Standards, Atmospheric spectrum, frequently
Phenomena, Whistlers used

Below 10 kHz Atmospheric Noise, Whistlers, Experimental
Experimental Transmissions,
Military

might have accumulated, while hav
ing no effect on RF signals that are
less than about I volt on the antenna.

The low-frequency signals are fed
to ICI, a doubly-balanced mixer,
that's easy to use and quite reliable. It
has balanced (dual polarity) inputs
and outputs but, as used here, single
ended (unbalanced) inputs and out
puts may be accommodated by using
only one of the balanced lines (either
will do). Resistors R3-R7 provide an
adjustable bias network for the input
pins 1 and 4. Resistors R8-RlO and
RI4 provide the correct DC operating
voltages and bias levels. Capacitors
C5-C7 are supply-bypass capacitors.

~ Resistor Rll sets the mixer 's gain (at
z about x 3). Resistors RI2 and R13
~ feed bias to the local-oscillator inputs
o 8 and 10.
~ Transistor Q2 and associated cir-
w6 cuitry form a Hartley 1.000-MHz lo-
Ci cal-oscillator, which is coupled from
Cf Q2's drain, through C8, to ICI pin 8.
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Signals in the 10-550 kHz range are
converted to 1010-1550 kHz. A
450-990-kHz output is also pro
duced, but it's ignored because direct
readout of those frequencies isn't pos
sible with most AM radios, which
only cover down to 530 kHz, or there
abouts. (Actually, if you're so in
clined, other local-oscillator frequen
cies may be used. For example, to
receive the 80-meter ham band use a
3.500-MHz crystal-controlled os
cillator.) Components RI5 and C9 are
supply decoupling components. Re
sistor RI6 provides bias to Q2. Tank
circuit L5-Cll is slug-tuned to reso
nant at 1MHz . Capacitor ClO couples
Q2's source to the top of the tank. The
local-oscillator signal via RI7 is set to
the correct level at pin 8 of ICI.

The mixer heterodynes the incom
ing low-frequency signal and local
oscillator signal. The output frequen
cies then appears at both pins 6 and 12
of ICI: Pin 12 is used arbitrarily for

easier PC-board layout. Small-value
resistor R21 is used as a PC board
jumper, so its value is not critical.
Resistors RI8 and R20 provide bias to
the output stages of ICI, while RI9
and CI2 decouple the DC power sup
ply. Transistor Q3 reduces ICI 's high
output impedance to about 100 ohms
to match most receiver inputs. Capac-

PARTS LIST

All resistors are V4-watt, 5%.
R1-2.2 megohms
R2, R12,R13,R15, R16--2200 ohms
R3, R4-100,000 ohms
R5, R6--22,000 ohms
R7-25,OOO-ohm trimmer potenti
ometer
R8--680 ohms
R9-470ohms
R10, R19, R23-220 ohms
R11-1000 ohms
R14-1500 ohms
R17-15,OOO ohms
R18, R20, R22-3300 ohms
R21-10 ohms
Capacitors
C1,C3-82 pF, ±5%, NPO, ceramic
disc
C2-270 pf, ±5%, NPO, silver mica
C4-0.001 ILF, 50 volt, mylar
C5, C6, C7, C9, C12-47 ILF, 16 volt,
electrolytic
C8, C10, C13, C15, C16, C18--0.01
ILF, 50 volt, ceramic disc
C11-180 pF, ±5%, NPO, ceramic
disc
C14-470 ILF, 16 volt, electrolytic
C17-22,OOO ILF, 16 volt, electrolytic
Inductors
L1, L4-680 ILH, ± 5%
L2, L3-1000 ILH, ±5%
L5--100-160 ILH, tapped
L6-4.7 ILH, RF choke
Semiconductors
D1-D5--1N914B diode
01, 02-MPF102 transistor
03-2N3563 transistor
IC1-MC1496L
Other components
J1, J2, J5, J6--suitable connector of
your choice
J3, J4-F-type chassis connector
Miscellaneous: Weatherproof box
for the main converter, small metal
box for the RCVR/DC adaptor, CB
whip antenna and mounting hard
ware, PC board, wire, cable, solder,
hardware, etc.
Note: A kit containing the PC
board and all parts that mount on
the board is available from North
Country Radio, P.O. Box 53, Wy
kagyl Station, New Rochelle, NY
10804. Price is $33.75 plus $2.50
postage and handling.
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FIG.1-THIS LOW-FREQUENCY CONVERTER (a) USES A FET-transistor front end , an IC
mixer, and Hartley oscillator. Up-converted signals can be heard on any standard AM
radio. The rece iver/DC adaptor (b) doesn't need a PC board, and can be hard wired in its
own metal box.
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FIG. 2-YOU CAN REDUCE RECEIVED NOISE (HASH) by not mounting the LF converter
within 50 feet of AC high-tension lines (power poles), near any AC outlet, or near any
telephone-service entrance cables.

itor CI5 couples the 1010-1550 kHz
frequenc ies from Q3 's emitter to out
put-jack 13, while blocki ng any DC

bias. Resistor R22 is a DC return and
bias resis tor for Q3.

Inductor L6 couples the DC volt-

age that's carri ed in the RF-signal ca
ble from the RCYR/DC adaptor. The
DC voltage and RF signals don' t in-
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FIG. 4-THE PC BOARD IS MOUNTED IN A METAL BOX FOR RF SHIELDING. Make sure
you use small standoffs under the PC board to prevent the copper traces from shorting
against the metal box . The author shimmed up the PC-board 1/8 inch by screwing an extra
nut under the board at all four corners.

J5 C17 R23 C18

C16 J4 D5 J6

Tuneup
Tuneup is simple. First check all

your wiring and components to make
sure they 're all properly sea ted and
polarities are correct. If everything
checks out , connect + 12 volts to the
adaptor-box jack J6 . Now check for
+ 12 volts at 13, or L6 if you are not
using a remote setup. Next verify that
+ II volts or so is across capacitor
C14. Measure the current drain from
your + 12-volt DC supply, and if you
measure more than 15 rnA, that may
indicate probl em s.

continued on page 76

Construction
You can etch your own PC boa rd

using the artwork in PC service, or
order the kit of parts that includes an
etched and drilled PC board from the
source in the Parts Li st. Figu re 3
should help you stuff the PC board
correctly. .As you might expect, first
mount the resistors and capacitors,
then mount Dl through D4, QI , Q2,
Q3 , and last install Ll through L6,
and ICI . A socket for ICI is desirable
but unne cessary. If you are using a
remote installation, then assemble the
RCVRJDC adaptor; its part s layout
isn't critical , but be sure to com
pletely shielded the adaptor in its own
metal box to avoid picking up strong
AM sta tions in the IOIO-1550-kHz
range.

DC resistance each , and cabl e losses
as well .

For local installation (non -remote) ,
inductor L6 may be disconnected
from jack 13. The + 12-volts DC is
then fed directly from any convenient
supply, about 11-15 milliamps is all
that' s required .

FIG. 5-RECEIVER/DC ADAPTOR allows
the converter to be powered through its
RF output in remote install at ions. That
way you don't have to run an extra power
supply line all the way out to the converter.

GNO

RF OUT
+12V INICl

R7

wiring and other interfering devices
as poss ible. Ifyou live in a quiet coun
try location or are willing to tolerate
some line noise, the converter can be '
mounted near the receiver. The loca
tion is entire ly up to you.

Figure 2 shows one possible remote
installation. The coax ial cable from
13 carries both RF signals and DC
power; that cable is run from the re
mote converter to a RCVR /DC adapt
or located in your radio shack. The
RCV RJDC adaptor help s out in two
ways. It pumps DC power down the
cable to the converter, and route s RF
from the converter into the receiver.
An extra volt or two of output DC is
recommend ed to make up for losses
in L6 and L7 that have about 60-ohms

L5
LOW-FREQUENCY
WHIP ANTENNA

terfere with one another at all ; that
saves running a separate power-sup 
ply wire , which simplifies installation
at a remote location . Capacitors C14
and C13 provide DC supply filtering .

Figure I-b shows that the RCVRI
DC adaptor is small enough to fit in a
small shield ed box containing J4 , J5 ,
DC-blocking (RF coupling) compo
nent C16, and DC filter cap acitors
C17 and C18. DC is fed in via J6 ,
wh ich should be well filtered (less
than 1% ripple).

Installation
The converter with it s ante nna

work s best, and has the least noise
and interference, wh en remotel y
mounted as far away from any AC
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earization and absolute-to-re lative
humidity conversions for you.

Since absolute humidity is being
measured , your operation should
be equally good for low, medium,
or high relative-humidity.

The same company offers ther
mi stors for temperature measure
ment and fo r air-f low measure
ment using hot wire anemometer
techniques. Lots of free data
sheets, price li sts, and ap-notes
are available on request.

One handy source of ready-to
use industrial-grade humidity sen
sors is General Eastern. Weather
Tronics is a second.

A final company that has a very
w ide line of humidity sensors is
Omega Engineering. Their stuff is
usuall y very expensive , but be
sure to pick up their free catalogs.

Two good sources for humidity
sensing info are Measurements
and Control and Pollution Equip
ment News.

For our third contest this
month , just tell me how or why
you would like to measure either
the relative or absolute humidity.

A low-end digital compass
We have looked at some solid

state digital flu xgate compasses in
previous columns. They are proba
bly the best way to electronically
measure a magnetic heading. Im
portant uses of flu xgate sensors
are fo r cave mapping, navigation,
for car compasses, and for satel
lite-dish po inting.

I've recentl y found a cheaper
and simpler method fo r electronic
sensing of a magnetic heading. It is
also con siderabl y les s accurate
than a fluxgate and, being a mov
ing mechanical device, has all of
your typical compass damping and
hunting problems.

This is the Dinsmore digital com
pass sensor. It isavailable for $10 in
hacker quantit ies, and much less
in production quantities. The sen
sor con sists of four hall-e ffect tran
sisto rs facing each oth er and a
movin g central magnet on a care-

~ full y damped pivot . The maximum
z the oret ical resolution is plus or
~ minus 22.5 degrees. The intendedo mar ket is for low-end auto and
~ bike compasses, but there should
6 be plenty of oth er low-end robotic
o and toy uses.
£ A simp le fo u r-LED di splay is
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shown in Fig. 5. A liquid-crystal
display showing N, NE, E, SE, S,
SW, W, and NW is also available. It
uses the same sensor in a slightly
more complex circuit.

For our fourth contest , just
show me some new or unusual
use for a low-accuracy but very
cheap digital compass.

New tech literature
New data books this month in

clude the "must have" TTL Logic
Data Book from Texas Instru
ments, that LSI Products Data
Book from TRW a Specialty Mem
ory Products Data Book from
Advanced Micro Devices, and a
major upgrade of the Smart Ana
log Data Book from Crystal Semi
conductor. That last jewel has
some outstanding digital-audio in
tegrated circuits in it.

A $15 kit full of unusual tilt and
impulse switches is now available
from Fifth Dimension, while a free
new PLC-V8 Design Kit is available
from Signetics , that involves their
new erasable logic arrays. Free
electroluminescent lamp samples
are available from Nordic Lite,
while free force-sensing resistor
cards are provided by Interlink
Electronics.

Turning to mechanical samples,
free baggies of vinyl-dipped prod
ucts are gotten through PMP. One
great place to pick up free samples
of any mechanical goodie is'through
New Equipment Digest.

The new trade journals this
week include Surface Mount Tech
nology and Electronic Manufactur
ing. As usual, you can qualify with
your own laser-printed business let
terhead .

For those of you that want or
need more info on all my book-on
demand publishing, there's my
Ask the Guru reprints , volumes I
and II, and the Hardware Hacker
reprints for this column series. We
also stock lots of PostScript books,
software, and even videos. The
Hardware Hacker help line may
also be used for PostScript, book
on-demand and laser printing
help, or networking.

Note that there are two Names
and Numbers sidebars this month,
one for the humidity stuff and one
for just about everything else. Let's
hear from you, and get to work on
those contests. R-E

VLF CONVERTER

continued fro m page 50

If all is OK so far, check these
measurements:

1. + 0.5- + 2 volts at junction of Ll
and L2.
2. +2- + 4 volts at Q2 source .
3. + 8- + 10 volts across R22.
4. + 5- + 7 volts, ICI pins 8, 10.
5. + 3.5-+ 5 volts across C5.
6. +0.8- + 1.5 volts, ICI pin 5.
7. + 8- + 10 volts, ICI pins 6, 12.

So far so good. Now connect any
radio that covers the AM-broadcast
band to 13, and tune to 1.000 MHz on
the AM dial (you're actually tuning to
000 kHz). Adjust L5 for the strongest
signal. Adjust R7 to minimize that
signal. Resistor R7 should cause a
definite null around the middle of its
range; if not, check ICI, R7 , and R3
to R6. Tune the radio dial between
1010 kHz and 1550 kHz, where you
should hear signals in the lO-kHz to
550-kHz longwave range. At 1100
kHz on the AM dial (you're actually
tuning to 100 kHz), a loud rattling
noise will be heard in most areas of
th e US and Canada; th at' s the
LORAN navigational signals.

Obviou sly, you shouldn't hear any
AM-broadcast stations; if you do,
check your cables and grounding be
cause something's wrong. Make sure
the shielding is adequate, especially
the box used for the DC block. As a
last resort , check Ll through L4, Cl,
C2 , C3, and R7's setting. The circuit
should work when it' s fired up.

An extremely strong AM-broad
cast signal may occasionally cause
"crud" to seep through that rides on
all the longwave signals. That may
occur when you live within a few
mile s of a high-powered broadcast
station. If so, try installing a 47-pF
capacitor across Rl. If that helps, then
try smaller values (or larger) until the
smallest value is found that reduces
the interference to a satisfactory level .
You might also try using a smaller
whip antenn a, or try removing Dl
through D4, although the protection
they afford QI will be lost.

With the LF converter assembled
and operating properly, you can now
put it to use. Try listening to the wide
variety of unusual broadcasts that
you' ll receive in the low-frequency
band , such as maritime , distress, mil
itary, and amateur. R-E
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SPECTRUM MONITOR

continu ed from page 42

which isn't used here.
There are two PC-board plugs sup

plied with the tuner. One is a two-pin
version, PL5 , used for AlB SWITCH ,

which along with Cl is unused . The
other is a Single-Inline-Pin (SIP)
plug, PL6, which connects to most of
the pinouts. Pin 1 (black) of PL2 is
ground, pin 2 (green) is the SECOND

LOCAL OSCILLATOR + 12-volt supply
(unused) , pin 3 (orange) is the UP

CONVERTER + 12-volt supply, pin 4 (vi
olet) is the FIRST LOCAL-OSCILL ATOR

TUNING VOLTAGE, and pin 5 (yellow) is
the AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY CONT ROL

(AFC) voltage for tuning the second
local oscillator over the range
517-617 MHz. Pin 6 is not wired .

Even though the up- and down
converter supplies are labeled as nom
inally needing + 12 volts, + 10 volts
proved to be adequate. The AFC po
tential on pin 5 of PL2 should nomi
nally be + 2 .5 volts, to keep the
second local oscillator at 567 MHz.
Enough information is provided to let
you look into suitable replacements if
you can't get this version , or want to
experiment with others .

Spectrum monitor operation
The block diagram of the spectrum

monitor is shown in Fig. 3. It can
operate using either 12-volts AC or
+ 12-volts DC , and provision is also
made for optional Ni-Cd batteries. An
RF signal over the frequenc y range
55 .25-553.25 MHz is applied to the
Zenith tuner via J5. The tuner will
down-convert to a 63-MHz IF, the
center frequency being adjusted using
R18, and the sweep width using R20 ;

the IF exits the tuner via 12. It is then
fed to an FM receiver IC that acts as
detector/demodulator. The input reso
nant frequency of the IC is adjusted
using trimmer capacitor C26 .

The output of the detector/demod
ulator IC is applied simultaneously to
a discrete NPN transistor preamplifier
and an op-amp buffer/impedance
converter. The preamplifier output
goes to an IC power amplifier and
speaker, the volume being adjusted
using R12. This is the FM-receiver
audio output, letting you listen to FM
broadcast stations, TV audio, two
way FM communications , etc .

The buffer/imp edance converter is
part of the vertical output section, and
is followed by a two-pole low-pass
filter which suppresses any signal am
plitude overshoots, preventing the
spectrum monitor from forcing the
oscilloscope beam off the graticule.
That's followed by a vertical offset
clipper and oscilloscope driver ampli
fier, which is adjusted using R4 . The
output of this amplifier is fed to the
VERT OUT jack 13.

Note that S2 feeds power to either
the audio amplifier for receiver opera
tion, or IC7 for sweep operation in
spectrum monitor mode. The two op
erating modes are mutually exclusive;
you can 't use the monitor to simulta
neously observe a region of the RF
spectrum, and listen to whatever sta
tion is at the center frequenc y of the
display. However, it is a simple matter
to switch between mode s.

The horizontal circuitry begins
with a horizontal oscillator, which
al so acts as a line-voltage sy n
chronizer. When the spectrum
monitor is powered by 60-Hz AC, the
12-volts AC from the secondary of T1

is coupled into the horizontal os 
cillator, locking it to the 60-Hz power
line frequency automatically. When
12-volts DC is applied directly to 11 ,
synchronization to 60 Hz becomes
impossible , so the horizontal os
cillator will be free running.

The horizontal-oscillator waveform
then passes through a network that
generates the sawtooth waveform
used for horizontal scan/retrace. That
sawtooth is amplified by a horizontal
driver and appears at HORIZ OUT jack
J4. The sweep frequency is adjusted
using R32 , but the adjustment is
effective only when the spectrum
monitor is operated using AC.

Circuit description
The complete schematic of the

spectrum monitor is shown in Fig. 4.
The spectrum monitor uses 12-volts
AC or + 12-volts DC, allowing opera
tion from a car battery, or a plug-in 12
volt AC adapter. It also can operate off
of a Ni-Cd power pack .

Diode Dl is the power rectifier for
12-volts AC, D2 and resistor Rl pro
vide a charging path for the Ni-Cd
cells , and SI is an SPST ONIOFF

switch . While a full-wave rectifier
would be much easier to filter, it
would prevent ACiDC compatibility.
The filter is composed of R2 and ca
pacitors CI and C2 . Also , C3 samples
AC to synchronize the sweep os
cillator to 60 Hz. The three voltage
regulators provide reg ulated + 10
volts DC to the tuner, and + 5-volts
DC to the s weep circuits . The
TDA7000 receiver uses +4.5 volts;
the drop across D3 provides +4.3
volts, which is adequate .

While the 555 timer (IC5) is con
continued on page 92




